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book (without typos) from the publisher. Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1922 Excerpt: .to keep a very
close record as to the location of the car from day to day so that it will not arrive at its fictitious
destination before you file diversion orders. When diversion orders are filed after the car arrives at
its destination, railroads make a charge for diverting. A record of location is accomplished in two
ways: first, by keeping a car record before you and having a fairly close knowledge of the schedule
of the train service over the route; second, by securing passing reports from your local railroad or
from the traveling agents of the foreign lines. Some small shippers keep this record on the outside
of an envelope containing the various records of the shipment, such as manifest, invoice, bill of
lading, etc., while others have a form for the record printed upon a stiff card, convenient for filing,
as shown...
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Reviews
This book is very gripping and exciting. I was able to comprehended everything out of this written e publication. You will not truly feel monotony at at any
time of your respective time (that's what catalogs are for concerning should you question me).
-- Eula lia Scha mber g er
Comprehensive guide for ebook fanatics. It really is rally fascinating throgh reading time. Its been designed in an exceptionally simple way and is
particularly only following i finished reading this ebook through which really changed me, modify the way in my opinion.
-- Fr eder ique McClur e
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